The following pages, extracted from an introduction to a new
edition to [sic] " Cetywayo and His White Neighbours," written
in 1888, are reprinted here . . . (pp. [203J-22S). Appendix
(p. [229]: suh-title, verso blank; pp [231*]-244) This Appendix
contains three sections ; sections I and II are the same as sections
I and II in Cetywayo . . . 1882. Section III : A Boer on "Boer
Designs (pp 241-244) consists principally cf a letter signed : P. S.,
dated October 12 [1899], and reprinted from " The Times " of
October 1-1, 1899 This Section III and the Author's Note are
the only now things in this book.
Note : The American issue was printed from the same plates ;
and was published by the New Amsterdam Book Company, New
York, 1899, with the title : A History / of / the Transvaal / . . .
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DAWN  (1884).
Dawn / by / H. Rider Haggard. / ' Our natures languish incom-
plete ; / Something obtuse in this our star / Shackles the spirit's
winged feet; / But a glory moves us from afar, / And we know
that we arc strong and  fleet.' / In. Three Volumes. / Vol. I. [II.
and III.] / London : / Hurst and Blaekett, Publishers, / 13, Great
Marlborough Street / 1884. / AH rights reserved.
Collation : Cr. 8vo. 3 volumes (7f" x 4|"), consisting of—Volume I:
one leaf bearing Half-title :   Dawn. / Vol. I. (with a list of five
publications by Hurst & Blackett on verso);  one leaf, Title-page
(with a quotation on verso—19 lines of verse); Text pp. [l]-325,
with imprint at bottom of p. 325 London :   Printed by Duncan
Macdonald, Blenheim House (verso blank).    Volume II :   one
leaf, Half-title :  Dawn. / Vol. II. (verso blank) ;  one leaf, Title-
page   (verso-blank);    Text   pp.   [l]-334,   with   same   printers'
imprint at bottom of p. 334.   Volume III:   one leaf, Half-title :
Dawn.  / Vol. III.  (verso blank) ;   one leaf, Title-page (verso
blank), Text pp. [l]-332, with same printers' imprint at bottom
of p.  332 ;   followed by ten leaves of the publishers' adver-
tisements.
Bound in light green cloth , lettered in gold on back and in red on
ront; ornaments in red and green on back and trout. Wove
>aper. Plain grey end-papers. Top edges uncut; other edges
ough cut. Published : London, February 21, 1884.
Note: Haggard began writing Dawn probably some time in
882. It was at first called " Angela." A second draft was made
,nd the title was for a time changed to " There Remainoth a Beat.*1
* Tins pagination ib printed :  31.
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